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The inclusive cross section of top quark-antiquark pairs produced in pp¯ collisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV
is measured in the lepton+jets and dilepton decay channels. The data sample corresponds to
9.7 fb−1 of integrated luminosity recorded with the D0 detector during Run II of the Fermilab
Tevatron Collider. Employing multivariate analysis techniques we measure the cross section in the
two decay channels and we perform a combined cross section measurement. For a top quark mass of
172.5 GeV, we measure a combined inclusive top quark-antiquark pair production cross section of
σtt¯ = 7.26± 0.13 (stat.)+0.57−0.50 (syst.) pb which is consistent with standard model predictions. We also
perform a likelihood fit to the measured and predicted top quark mass dependence of the inclusive
cross section, which yields a measurement of the pole mass of the top quark. The extracted value
is mt = 172.8 ± 1.1 (theo.)+3.3−3.1 (exp.) GeV.
PACS numbers: 14.65.Ha, 12.38.Qk, 13.85.Qk
I. INTRODUCTION
The top quark, discovered by the CDF and D0 exper-
iments in 1995 [1, 2], is the heaviest of all elementary
particles in the standard model (SM). The production of
top quark-antiquark pairs (tt¯) at the Fermilab Tevatron
Collider is dominated by the quark-antiquark (qq¯) an-
nihilation process. The measurement of the inclusive tt¯
production cross section provides a direct test of quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of the strong
interaction. Inclusive tt¯ production cross sections have
been previously measured at the Tevatron [3, 4] and the
LHC [5–7]. In this article we present a measurement us-
ing a refined analysis technique, which is optimized to
be less dependent on the top quark mass. Compared to
the previous D0 result [3] we employ nearly a factor of
2 more data, which allows for higher precision tests of
perturbative QCD (pQCD).
The mass of the top quark has been directly measured
with a precision of less than 0.43% in a single measure-
ment [8]. The Tevatron combination currently yields a
top quark mass of 174.34 ± 0.64 GeV [9]. The direct
measurements employed for the Tevatron combination
are based on analysis techniques which use tt¯ events pro-
vided by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for different as-
sumed values of the top quark mass mt. Applying these
techniques to data yields a mass quantity corresponding
to the top quark mass scheme implemented in the MC
and we refer to that quantity as the “MC mass” or mMCt .
Theoretical arguments suggest that mMCt is within about
1 GeV of the well-defined top quark pole mass [10]. An al-
ternative measurement approach employs the inclusive tt¯
cross section to extract the mass of the top quarkmt. We
assume the SM cross section dependence on mt as pro-
vided by the highest order of pQCD available at this time,
namely a next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) calcula-
tion. Comparing the dependence of the inclusive cross
section on mt, as calculated in pQCD, with the experi-
mental measurement, accounting for the variation of the
acceptance with mt, yields a theoretically well-defined
top quark pole mass. We employ this approach to ex-
tract a top quark pole mass with reduced experimental
uncertainties due to our optimized analysis technique.
Events are selected in the lepton+jets (ℓ+jets) and
dilepton (ℓℓ) top quark decay channels, where the lepton
(ℓ) refers to either an electron or a muon. These chan-
nels correspond to tt¯ → W+bW−b¯ decays, where in the
ℓ+jets channel one of the two W bosons decays leptoni-
cally (W → ℓν), while the otherW boson decays hadron-
ically (W → qq¯′). In the dilepton decay channel both W
bosons decay leptonically. Both decay channels include
small contributions from electrons and muons stemming
from the decay of τ leptons (t→Wb→ τντ b→ ℓνℓντb).
II. MEASUREMENT STRATEGY AND
OUTLINE
This measurement uses various multivariate analysis
(MVA) techniques [11–13], as implemented in tmva [14],
4to measure the inclusive cross section in the ℓ+jets and
ℓℓ decay channels. For the dilepton decay channel we use
a discriminant solely based on the output distribution
of the MVA employed to identify jets that are likely to
originate from b quarks (b-tagged jets) [15]. This method
is superior to a simple cut-and-count analysis since each
tt¯ event contains two b-quarks from the decays of top
quarks. We refer to this method in the following as “b-ID
MVA.” We construct a combined discriminant for events
in the ℓ+jets decay channel to make the best use of the
distinct topological signature of top quark events along
with b-tagging information. We refer to this method in
the following as “combined MVA.” We use the entire dis-
tribution of the MVA discriminants in each decay channel
to build MC templates. We use nuisance parameters to
profile systematic uncertainties and to constrain their im-
pact using data. For a combined inclusive tt¯ cross section
measurement we simultaneously employ the discriminant
distribution of the b-ID MVA in the dilepton decay chan-
nel and the combined MVA in the ℓ+jets decay channel in
a nuisance-parameter-based profiling method. This com-
bination benefits from the cross-calibration of the two
different decay channels, leading to reduced systematic
uncertainties.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. III we pro-
vide a brief review of the relevant aspects of the D0 de-
tector and object reconstruction. A brief description of
our event simulation approach, the QCD predictions em-
ployed, and a discussion of the assumptions for the mod-
eling of the signal and background contributions follows
in Sec. IV. The selection requirements for tt¯ events in
the ℓ+jets and ℓℓ decay channels are discussed in Sec. V.
The determination of the sample composition in the two
decay channels, the resulting event yields, and distribu-
tions of the data compared to MC are discussed in Sec.
VI. The details of the MVA techniques employed in this
measurement are described in Sec. VII. The methodology
of the inclusive tt¯ production cross section measurement
is described in Sec. VIII, and the systematic uncertain-
ties relevant for this measurement are discussed in Sec.
IX. The results of the cross section measurement are
presented in Sec. X, followed by the extraction of the top
quark pole mass given in Sec. XI, and we conclude in Sec.
XII.
III. THE D0 DETECTOR AND OBJECT
RECONSTRUCTION
The D0 detector [16] consists of several subdetectors
designed for identification and reconstruction of the prod-
ucts of pp¯ collisions. A silicon microstrip tracker (SMT)
[17, 18] and central fiber tracker surround the interaction
region for pseudorapidities1 |η| < 3 and |η| < 2.5, re-
1 The pseudorapidity η = − ln [tan(θ/2)] is measured relative to
the center of the detector, and θ is the polar angle with respect to
spectively. These elements of the central tracking system
are located within a superconducting solenoidal magnet
generating a 1.9 T field, providing measurements for re-
constructing event vertices and trajectories of charged
particles. The SMT allows for a precision of 40 µm or
better for the reconstructed primary pp¯ interaction vertex
(PV) in the plane transverse to the beam direction. The
impact parameter of typical charged-particle trajectories
relative to the PV is determined with a precision between
20 and 50 µm depending on the number of SMT hits and
particle momentum. The impact parameter and its mea-
surement uncertainty are key components of the lifetime-
based identification of jets containing b quarks. Parti-
cle energies are measured using a liquid argon sampling
calorimeter that is segmented into a central calorimeter
covering |η| < 1.1, and two end calorimeters extending
the coverage to |η| = 4.2. Outside of the calorimetry,
trajectories of muons are measured using three layers of
tracking detectors and scintillation trigger counters, and
an iron toroidal magnet generating a 1.8 T field between
the first two layers [19]. Plastic scintillator arrays are lo-
cated in front of the end calorimeter cryostats to measure
the luminosity [20, 21]. The trigger and data acquisition
systems are designed to accommodate the high luminosi-
ties provided by the Tevatron [22].
A. Object reconstruction
The object reconstruction is based on events identi-
fied by the D0 trigger system in which we require at
least one lepton or at least one lepton and a jet. Since
electrons mostly deposit energy in the electromagnetic
(EM) calorimeter, the reconstruction and identification
(ID) of electrons [23] is based on clusters in the EM
calorimeter with an associated track. Such a track, as
reconstructed by the central tracking detector, is re-
quired to have a minimum transverse momentum, pT ,
of 5 GeV that points to the EM cluster within a window
of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.05 × 0.05. We define an angular sep-
aration ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 based on the distance
R =
√
η2 + φ2 in the η-φ plane. Electron candidates
are required to be isolated by only accepting events with
∆R(e, jet) > 0.5 (the definition and reconstruction of a
jet is discussed below). Further selection requirements
on these electron candidates are applied by means of a
multivariate analysis of the calorimeter shower profiles
and tracking information. MC efficiencies are adjusted
to match data efficiencies measured in electron enriched
data samples.
The identification of muons [24] begins with a candi-
date formed using information from the muon system.
Such a candidate is required to have a track, as recon-
structed by the central tracking devices, associated with
the proton beam direction. The azimuthal angle φ is orthogonal
to θ. The z axis is pointing along the proton beam direction.
5it. This association employs a χ2 measure to match muon
tracks provided by the muon detector with a track from
the central tracking detector, taking into account effects
from multiple scattering and energy loss, as well as the
inhomogeneous magnetic field. Isolation criteria are ap-
plied based on the information from the hadronic and
electromagnetic calorimeters and the central tracking de-
vices. MC efficiencies are adjusted to match data efficien-
cies measured in muon enriched data samples.
Jets are reconstructed from energy depositions in the
calorimeter using a midpoint cone algorithm [25] employ-
ing a cone size of 0.5. Jets containing a muon within an
angular separation of ∆R(µ, jet) < 0.5 are considered to
originate from a semileptonic b-quark decay and are cor-
rected for the momentum carried away by the muon and
the neutrino. For this correction, it is assumed that the
neutrino carries the same momentum as the muon.
The jet energy scale (JES) [26] corrects the measured
energy of the jet to the energy of its constituent par-
ticles. The JES is derived using a quark-jet-dominated
γ + jet sample, and corrects data and MC for the dif-
ference in detector responses between jets and electro-
magnetic showers. An additional correction based on the
single-particle response accounts for the different char-
acteristics of quark and gluon jets. This correction im-
plements a calibration of the simulated response to sin-
gle particles inside a jet using data [26]. Jets in MC
simulations have their transverse momenta smeared so
that the simulated resolution matches that observed in
data. Calibrations of the jet reconstruction and identifi-
cation efficiency in MC simulations are determined using
Z/γ∗+jets data events. Jets are required to contain at
least two tracks (see Sec. V), and in MC simulations the
corresponding efficiency is adjusted to match that derived
in dijet data.
The presence of a neutrino in the final state of the top
quark decay can be detected only from the energy im-
balance in the transverse plane, denoted by 6ET . This is
reconstructed from the vector sum of the transverse en-
ergies of all calorimeter cells above a certain threshold.
The vector opposite to this total visible momentum vec-
tor is denoted the raw missing energy vector. The fully
corrected 6ET is obtained after correcting for the effects
of JES, muon momenta, and muon minimally ionizing
deposition in the calorimeter.
IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS AND QCD
PREDICTIONS
We use MC simulations to simulate physics processes,
to model the reconstruction of the observables, and to es-
timate systematic uncertainties associated with the mea-
surements. Different MC event generators are used to
implement hard scattering processes based on leading-
order (LO) and next-to-leading-order (NLO) QCD calcu-
lations, and are complemented with parton shower evo-
lution programs. To simulate detector effects, generated
events are passed through a detailed simulation of the
D0 detector based on geant [27]. To account for effects
from detector noise and additional overlapping pp¯ inter-
actions, events are randomly recorded in pp¯ collisions and
overlaid on the fully simulated MC events with the same
instantaneous luminosity distribution as for data.
The tt¯ samples are generated with mc@nlo version 3.4
[28] or with alpgen version 2.11 [29], which both pro-
duce only on-shell top quarks. For events generated with
mc@nlo, the parton showering is performed with her-
wig version 6.510 [30]. Events generated with alpgen
employ parton showering as implemented by pythia ver-
sion 6.409 [31] or herwig. We use the alpgen+pythia
signal sample as our default to measure the tt¯ cross
section and the alternative mc@nlo+herwig, or alp-
gen+herwig, signal samples to estimate systematic un-
certainties related to effects of NLO corrections or parton
showering (see Sec. IX), respectively. Single top quark
production (qq¯′ → tb¯, q′g → tqb¯) is modeled using com-
phep [32, 33]. For events generated with comphep, par-
ton showering is implemented by pythia. The choice of
the parton distribution functions (PDFs) made in gen-
erating MC events is CTEQ6L1 [34], with the exception
of mc@nlo and comphep (for the t-channel single top
quark production), where CTEQ6M [35] PDFs are used.
For all the MC simulations involving the generation of
top quarks, a top quark mass of mt = 172.5 GeV is used.
The difference with the current Tevatron top quark mass
combination of 174.34 GeV [9] has negligible impact on
the analysis. For the tt¯ → ℓ+jets (ℓℓ) decay channel the
branching fraction B of 0.342± 0.004 (0.04± 0.001) [36]
is used. These values include electrons and muons origi-
nating from the leptonic decay of τ leptons (τ → ℓνℓντ ).
Several QCD predictions for inclusive tt¯ cross sections
have been calculated at higher orders than those included
in the MC generators: approximate NNLO [37], fully re-
summed NNLO [38], and an approximate next-to-NNLO
[39]. The scale used to calculate the inclusive tt¯ cross sec-
tions is set tomt. For normalization of our MC events, we
employ the approximate NNLO QCD calculation (using
mt = 172.5 GeV and the CTEQ6M PDF), which yields
7.48+0.48−0.67 (scale+pdf) pb. The result of this approximate
NNLO calculation is close to the fully resummed NNLO
QCD calculation (using mt = 172.5 GeV), which finds
σrestot = 7.35
+0.23
−0.27 (scale+pdf) pb. The result of an approx-
imate next-to-NNLO order calculation formt = 173 GeV
finds σrestot = 7.37 ± 0.39 (scale + pdf) pb, very close to
the fully resummed NNLO calculation. Both use the
MSTW2008 NNLO PDF [40].
We use the fully resummed NNLO QCD calculation
as implemented in top++ [41] to derive the theoreti-
cal tt¯ cross section dependence as a function of the top
quark mass (see Sec. XI). The theoretical calculations
use
√
s = 1.96 TeV as input parameter which is known
at the Tevatron to a precision of 0.1%. This beam en-
ergy uncertainty yields a negligible 0.3% effect on the
fully resummed NNLO tt¯ cross section value.
6A. Modeling of background contributions in the
ℓ+jets decay channel
The main background to tt¯ production in the ℓ+jets
decay channel is the production of W+jets, including
jets originating from heavy quarks. These events are
generated with alpgen interfaced to pythia for show-
ering and hadronization. The W+jets final state can
be split into four subsamples according to parton flavor:
Wbb¯+ jets, Wcc¯+ jets, Wc+ jets, and W light partons
+ jets (Wlp + jets), where light refers to gluons, u, d
or s quarks. The additional “jets” in these W+jets final
states originate dominantly from gluon radiation. The
W+jets contribution dominates especially at the lower
jet multiplicities. The LO alpgen cross sections are cor-
rected for NLO effects as provided by mcfm [42]: the
W +jets cross section is multiplied by 1.30, and the cross
sections of W+ heavy flavor (WHF) processes are ad-
ditionally multiplied by a scale factor sWHF of 1.47 for
Wbb¯+ jets and Wcc¯+ jets and 1.27 for Wc+ jets. Apart
from these theoretical corrections we constrain the ab-
solute background normalization by employing the data
as described below in Sec. VI. The pT distribution of
the W boson in MC simulation is reweighted to match
the pT distribution of Z bosons measured in D0 data
[43] multiplied by the SM ratio of these two distributions
calculated at NLO using resbos [44].
The second most dominant background contribution is
due to multijet processes where a jet is misidentified as
an electron in the e+jets channel, or where a muon orig-
inating from the semileptonic decay of a heavy hadron
appears to be isolated in the µ+jets channel. More de-
tails and a brief discussion on the determination of the
multijet background are given in Sec. VI.
Other backgrounds include events from Z/γ∗+jets pro-
duction, which includes Z bosons and virtual photons
(γ∗) decaying to electron, muon, or tau pairs. These
events are generated with alpgen interfaced to pythia
for showering and hadronization. The LO alpgen pre-
dictions are corrected using the NLO calculation of
mcfm. The Z/γ∗+jets cross section is multiplied by 1.30.
The heavy flavor components of the Z/γ∗+jets cross sec-
tions, Z/γ∗cc¯+jets, Z/γ∗bb¯+jets, are multiplied by an
additional 1.67 and 1.52, respectively. The simulated pT
distribution of the Z boson is reweighted to match the
measured pT distribution in Z → ℓℓ data [43].
The single top quark background originates from s-
and t-channel production, which are normalized to the
NLO cross sections of 1.04 and 2.26 pb [45], respectively.
As the single top quark background yields only a few
events passing all selection criteria described later, we do
not consider the dependence of this background on mt.
Diboson production (WW , WZ, and ZZ bosons) pro-
cesses are another source of background and normalized
to their NLO cross sections, calculated with mcfm, of
11.62 pb, 3.25 pb, and 1.33 pb, respectively.
B. Modeling of background contributions in the ℓℓ
decay channel
The backgrounds in the dilepton decay channel are
smaller than in the ℓ+jets decay channel. The dominant
source is Z/γ∗+jets production, followed by diboson pro-
duction. For both processes the modeling employs the
same implementation as described above for the ℓ+jets
decay channel.
The third most dominant source of background is mul-
tijet events, with the determination summarized in Sec.
VI.
V. EVENT SELECTION
This analysis is based upon the full Tevatron data sam-
ple recorded by the D0 detector at
√
s = 1.96 TeV and,
after applying data quality requirements, corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 9.7 fb−1 [21]. The general
selection criteria applied to both the ℓ+jets and dilepton
decay channels are summarized in the following:
1. Accepted events have a PV within |zPV| < 60 cm
of the center of the detector along the beam axis.
2. The number of tracks associated with the PV is
greater or equal three.
3. After correcting the jet energy to the particle
level, only jets with a transverse momentum pT >
20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 are selected.
4. Jets which satisfy the b-tagging requirement are re-
quired to have at least two tracks coming from the
PV. More details on jet requirements for the indi-
vidual decay channels are provided below.
5. Identified leptons are required to originate from the
PV by demanding |∆z(ℓ,PV)| < 1 cm. These z
values correspond to the point of closest approach
to the beam line of these tracks.
6. To ensure that electrons are isolated, an angular
separation in ∆R of at least 0.5 between an electron
and the closest jet is required.
The measurements in both decay channels employ the
b-tagging discriminant output distribution as provided by
the b-ID MVA. The discriminant combines variables that
characterize the presence and properties of secondary ver-
tices and tracks within jets [15]. We do not impose any
requirements on this discriminant; instead we employ the
entire distribution to measure the inclusive cross section
as described in Sec. VII.
The specific selection requirements for ℓ+jets and ℓℓ
events are described below; the requirements are chosen
such that the selections are mutually exclusive.
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FIG. 1. Distributions of (a)–(c) the scalar sum of the pT values of the lepton and jets, HT , (d)–(f) 6ET and (g)–(i) the maximal
MVA b-ID value of all jets, jmaxb−ID, for events with a lepton and two, three or four or more jets. The data are compared to
the sum of predicted contributions from signal and background processes, using the theoretical value of the inclusive tt¯ cross
section of 7.48 pb [37] and mt = 172.5 GeV. The highest bin in the histograms includes overflows. The ratios of data to the
sum of the signal and all background contributions are shown in the panels below the individual distributions. Only statistical
uncertainties of the data are shown and the χ2/ndf values only take statistical uncertainties into account.
A. Event selection in the ℓ+jets decay channel
The selection requirements for the cross section mea-
surement for the ℓ+jets channel are very similar to the
ones described in Ref. [46] and are summarized briefly in
the following:
1. The trigger requirement is a logical “OR” of the
conditions for at least “one lepton” and for at least
“a lepton plus a jet” in an event. Lepton trigger
thresholds of 15 or 10 GeV were implemented for
the single lepton trigger or the lepton plus jet trig-
ger, respectively.
2. Exactly one isolated lepton with a transverse mo-
mentum pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 1.1 (for electrons)
or |η| < 2 (for muons) is required. Events with
more than one lepton satisfying these criteria are
rejected.
3. We require 6ET > 20 GeV.
4. For the µ+jets sample we remove misreconstructed
muons by requiring upper limits on the transverse
mass of the muon + 6ET system, MWT , of MWT <
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FIG. 2. Distributions of (a)–(c) the transverse mass of the lepton + 6ET system, mWT , and (d)–(f) pleptonT for events with a
lepton and two, three or four or more jets. The data are compared to the sum of predicted contributions from signal and
background processes, using the theoretical value of the inclusive tt¯ cross section of 7.48 pb [37] and mt = 172.5 GeV. The
highest bin in the histograms includes overflows. The ratios of data to the sum of the signal and all background contributions
are shown in the panels below the distributions. Only statistical uncertainties of the data are shown and the χ2/ndf values
only take statistical uncertainties into account.
250 GeV and 6ET < 250 GeV. To further remove
such events, we employ an additional requirement
on the significance of the track curvature described
in more detail in Ref. [46].
5. To reduce multijet background we require a min-
imum separation between the direction of the
lepton and the direction of the missing momen-
tum [46]: ∆φ(e, 6ET ) > 2.2− 0.045 · 6ET /GeV and
∆φ(µ, 6ET ) > 2.1− 0.035 · 6ET /GeV.
6. At least two jets are required. To suppress jets from
additional collisions, jets are required to contain at
least two tracks with a closest approach in z to the
PV of less than 1 cm.
B. Event selection in the dilepton decay channel
In addition to the general selection requirements dis-
cussed in the opening of this section, additional require-
ments specific to the dilepton channel are made. The se-
lection requirements for this cross section measurement
are very similar to those used for the leptonic asymme-
try measurements in the dilepton channel published ear-
lier [47] and are summarized briefly in the following list.
1. In the eµ channel, no explicit trigger requirement
is applied, whereas in the ee or µµ channels sin-
gle lepton triggers with thresholds at 15 GeV are
employed.
2. Electrons are required to have a transverse momen-
tum of pT > 15 GeV and |η| < 2.5. We exclude the
1.1 < |η| < 1.5 region with poor resolution.
3. Muons are selected with pT > 15 GeV and |η| <
2. To remove misreconstructed muons we require
muons to have pT < 200 GeV for the dimuon chan-
nel.
4. For the eµ channel exactly one electron and one or
more muons are required.
5. For the µµ channel two or more muons are required.
6. For the ee channel two or more electrons are re-
quired.
97. The two selected leptons must have opposite
charges. If more than one oppositely charged lep-
ton pair is found, the lepton pair with the largest
pT scalar sum is chosen.
8. At least one jet is required in the eµ channel and at
least two jets are required in the µµ and ee channel.
9. Additional quality requirements are imposed to re-
move background from bremsstrahlung.
10. We further reduce background contributions by im-
posing the following topological requirements: in
the ee channel we require a 6ET significance of
≥ 5, in the µµ channel we require 6ET > 40 GeV
and a 6ET significance of ≥ 2.5, and in the eµ
channel we require HT > 110 GeV, where HT =
pT (leading lepton) + pT (2 leading jets). More de-
tails are described in Ref. [47].
VI. SAMPLE COMPOSITIONS
We distinguish between instrumental backgrounds and
irreducible backgrounds from processes with final states
identical to tt¯. Instrumental backgrounds are due to mul-
tijet processes where one or more jets are misidentified
as an electron, or where one or more muons originating
from the semileptonic decay of a heavy hadron appear
to be isolated, and hence fulfill all selection requirements
of a lepton stemming from the decay of a top quark. Ir-
reducible backgrounds are for example due to W+jets
or Z/γ∗+jets processes with the same final state as the
ℓ+jets and ℓℓ top quark decay channel. Systematic uncer-
tainties on the determination of the sample composition
are discussed in Sec. IXA4. The following section de-
scribes the composition of the input or “pre-fit” ℓ+jets
and ℓℓ samples, which are used to extract the tt¯ cross
section as described in Sec. VIII.
A. Determination of the ℓ+jets sample composition
The irreducible background processes are estimated us-
ing MC simulations as described in Sec. IV. Compared
to the ℓℓ channel, the ℓ+jets channel has a larger back-
ground fraction, each with larger systematic uncertain-
ties than in the ℓℓ channel. Since most of this back-
ground arises from W+ ≥ 2 jets production we estimate
this contribution following the same approach as for the
measurement of the differential tt¯ cross section [46]. The
W+jets cross section is iteratively scaled for each jet mul-
tiplicity bin separately by a W+jets heavy-flavor scale
factor sWHFfit and W+jets light-flavor scale factor s
WLF
fit
to match the number of data events after subtraction of
all other instrumental and irreducible background contri-
butions as well as the signal contribution. This approach
yields reasonable initial values for the log-likelihood pro-
file fit (introduced in Sec. VIII). The details of the esti-
mation of systematic uncertainties are described in Sec.
IXA4.
Data-driven and MC methods are combined in the
“matrix method” [3, 48], which is employed to model the
instrumental background originating from multijet (MJ)
processes in the ℓ+jets channel. The MJ contribution is
determined employing two samples of ℓ+jets events: one
applying the nominal lepton selection requirements and
one with looser lepton selection requirements denoted
“loose.” In addition, an orthogonal data sample is de-
fined by requiring 6ET < 10 GeV (the nominal require-
ment is 6ET > 20 GeV) and the above selection criteria
for the signal sample. This data sample is enriched in
MJ events and any contributions from isolated leptons,
as expected from MC, are subtracted from all considered
distributions. No real isolated leptons are assumed to
be included. We determine the shape and absolute con-
tribution (misidentification rate) of multijet events for
different jet multiplicities by comparing this data sample
with the data sample containing loose leptons but the
same 6ET requirement.
Figures 1 and 2 show the modeling of the selected
events in the ℓ+jets sample with the background and
signal contributions. The expected composition of the
sample after the final selection is given in Table I.
B. Determination of the ℓℓ sample composition
The main backgrounds in the dilepton final state orig-
inate from Z/γ∗ → ℓℓ instrumental backgrounds, and di-
boson production (WW , WZ, ZZ). The Z/γ∗ → ℓℓ and
diboson backgrounds are evaluated fromMC as described
in Sec. IVB. We use a mixture of MC and data-driven
approaches for the instrumental background determina-
tion. Similarly to the ℓ+jets channel, the normalization
of events with jets misidentified as electrons is estimated
directly from data using the matrix method separately
for the ee and eµ channels [47]. The estimation of the
instrumental background from events with jets produc-
ing muons is based on events with two leptons of the
same charge in the µµ and eµ channels, where for the lat-
ter the contribution from misidentified electrons is sub-
tracted beforehand. The electron misidentification rate
for the matrix method is derived from an orthogonal data
sample by requiring that the two leptons have the same
charge. This sample is selected applying the same selec-
tion criteria as for tt¯ events, but the final selection on HT
is replaced with requiring 6ET significance < 15 to avoid
contribution from W → eν+ jets events. The remaining
contribution of the instrumental background is small, and
we combine the MJ and W+jets components to reduce
the statistical uncertainty on the background estimate.
The shape of the MJ template is derived using a looser
electron selection of only eµ events and employed for all
ℓℓ channels. Since the MJ contribution in the ee and µµ
10
TABLE I. Expected number of events in the ℓ+jets channel with two, three or ≥ four jets. The sum of signal and background
agrees well with the number of data events by construction; uncertainties are statistical and systematic added in quadrature
(see Sec. IXA4 for details). Events from tt¯ dilepton decays are treated as background and denoted as “tt¯ ℓℓ.”
ℓ+jets decay channel
Process e+ 2 jets e+ 3 jets e+ ≥ 4 jets µ+ 2 jets µ+ 3 jets µ+ ≥ 4 jets
Multijet 9160± 2350 2266± 550 464± 120 1546± 630 418± 170 99± 40
Single top 471± 60 129± 20 27± 5 331± 40 92± 10 20± 3
Wlp + jets 37937± 1350700 5544± 200100 850± 3020 32701± 1150600 5313± 200100 835± 3015
(Wcc¯+Wbb¯)+jets 6020± 10001400 1502± 250350 329± 6080 4998± 8501150 1391± 250300 315± 5070
Z/γ∗lp+jets 2031± 400 390± 80 57± 10 2557± 500 422± 80 49± 10
(Z/γ∗cc¯+ Z/γ∗bb¯)+jets 369± 70 114± 20 24± 5 485± 100 120± 20 21± 5
Diboson 1926± 140 338± 20 52± 5 1417± 100 249± 20 40± 5
tt¯ ℓℓ 566± 30 182± 10 31± 5 345± 20 118± 10 22± 5
∑
background 58479± 2900 10465± 650 1834± 140 44381± 1650 8123± 350 1402± 80
tt¯ ℓ+jets 669± 30 1460± 70 1177± 60 393± 20 1002± 50 909± 50
∑
(signal + background) 59148± 2900 11925± 650 3011± 140 44773± 1650 9125± 350 2310± 80
Data 59122 11905 3007 44736 9098 2325
TABLE II. Expected number of events in the ee+ ≥ 2 jets, µµ+ ≥ 2 jets, eµ + 1 jets and eµ+ ≥ 2 jets channels due to each
process; uncertainties are statistical and systematic added in quadrature (see Sec. IXA4 for details).
dilepton decay channel
Process ee+ ≥ 2 jets µµ+ ≥ 2 jets eµ+ 1 jets eµ+ ≥ 2 jets
Multijet 5.7± 0.90.9 7.0± 3.32.6 28.3± 6.66.6 32.5± 7.47.4
Z/γ∗ → ℓℓ+jets 66.6± 17.917.2 107.6± 22.122.0 74.6± 15.815.8 57.5± 13.813.4
Diboson 9.9± 2.42.2 12.6± 2.83.0 38.5± 4.64.2 14.7± 3.73.5
∑
background 82.2± 18 172.2± 22 141.4± 18 104.7± 15
tt¯ ℓℓ 107.7± 15 101.5± 12 86.5± 11 313.7± 38
∑
(signal + background) 190± 23 229± 25 228± 21 418± 42
Data 215 242 236 465
sample is small the difference in shape is not significant.
The yields, after applying the described selection, are
given in Table II for the individual channels.
Figure 3 demonstrates the quality of the modeling of
the selected events in the ℓℓ sample with the background
and signal contributions, using a theoretical inclusive tt¯
cross section of 7.48 pb [37] and mt = 172.5 GeV. The
slight disagreement in the 6ET distribution between data
and the sum of signal and background contributions is
covered by systematic uncertainties related to the JES
and jet pT resolution.
VII. MULTIVARIATE MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES
The inclusive tt¯ cross section σ(tt¯) is measured using
the different MVA techniques introduced in Sec. II. We
use different discriminant output distributions of decision
trees to separate the signal from the background for the
ℓ+jets and ℓℓ final states. To construct the MVA, the
event sample is subsequently split into smaller samples
until each event is placed in one of a set of distinct nodes.
At each splitting point the separation is optimized by em-
ploying training samples for the signal and background
contributions. The output or discriminant value provides
the probability of an event to be signal. In the case of
the combined MVA applied in the ℓ+jets channel we use
each individual background contribution in the training
process and verify that there is no bias due to overtrain-
ing of the method. We employ a method called “boosted
decision trees with gradients” (BDTG) [49]. The BDTG
implements additional weights to minimize classification
errors in the training sample and improve signal to back-
ground separation. To measure the cross section we per-
form a log-likelihood profile fit of MC simulation tem-
plates to the data using a nuisance parameter for every
source of systematic uncertainty as described in Sec. VIII.
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FIG. 3. Distributions of (a) the scalar sum, HT , of the pT values of the leading lepton and leading and second-leading jets, (b)
6ET , (c) jmaxb−ID, (d) the number of jets, and (e) lepton pT for ℓℓ final states with at least one jet in the eµ and at least two jets in
the ee and µµ channels. The data are compared to the sum of predicted contributions from signal and background processes,
using the theoretical value of 7.48 pb for the tt¯ cross section and mt = 172.5 GeV. The highest bin in the histograms includes
overflows. The ratios of data to the sum of the signal and all background contributions are shown in the panels below the
distributions. Only statistical uncertainties of the data are shown and the χ2/ndf values only take statistical uncertainties into
account.
A. MVA methods in the ℓ+jets channel
Events in the ℓ+jets channel are separated into six dif-
ferent samples according to the lepton type and the num-
ber of jets, njet = 2, 3,≥ 4. We studied a further separa-
tion according to the number of b-tagged jets which gave
increased systematic uncertainties and was not used for
the final measurement. To build a discriminant, a total
of 50 variables were analyzed. The individual distribu-
tions are verified to have a good modeling of the data by
the MC by means of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [50] and
a χ2 test. We exclude all variables with poor modeling of
the data. One variable among those studied, namely the
maximal MVA b-ID value of all jets in the event, jmaxb−ID,
shows only moderately good modeling of the data by MC
[see Figs. 1(g)–1(i)]. However, the data are reasonably
described when considering systematic uncertainties re-
lated to b-tagging. The jmaxb−ID variable provides good sep-
aration power, and hence we use that variable in the dis-
criminant.
Depending on the number of jets in an event, at least
24 variables are selected as input to the combined MVA
for each jet multiplicity and lepton type bin (see the Ap-
pendix for a detailed variable description). In particular
we include various MVA b-ID discriminants into the com-
bined MVA discriminant, which allows superior signal-
to-background separation, as discussed in the following
paragraph. All selected variables are defined in the Ap-
pendix. Adding more variables has a negligible effect on
the signal-to-background separation of the discriminant.
Figure 4 shows the separation of signal from back-
ground events in the ℓ+jets decay channel using as an
example events with exactly three jets in the e+jets chan-
nel. In this figure we show the performance of the com-
bined MVA discriminant compared to the performance
of a similar MVA discriminant that does not include the
jmaxb−ID input variable (topological MVA). For comparison
we also show the performance of the MVA solely based
on jmaxb−ID. The b-ID MVA has a higher signal and lower
background efficiency than the topological MVA for a sig-
nal efficiency less than about 80%. Above this point the
topological MVA surpasses the b-ID MVA. Compared to
these two MVA methods the combined MVA shows su-
perior behavior, with the area under the curve increased
by 6− 10%.
Figure 5 shows the pre-fit MVA output distributions
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MVA choices for the e + 3 jets sample. For details, see text
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of the combined MVA method using a theoretical tt¯ cross
section of 7.48 pb.
B. MVA b-jet method in the ℓℓ channel
We measure the tt¯ production cross section in the ℓℓ
channel using jmaxb−ID to separate signal from background.
Events in the dilepton channel are separated into sam-
ples according to the lepton type and the number of jets.
Due to the small background contribution and the size of
the signal contribution in the dilepton channel, the sepa-
ration provided by the jmaxb−ID is sufficiently good and the
combined MVA was not employed for the ℓℓ channel.
The MVA output distributions in the dilepton channel
allow one to distinguish between tt¯ events dominantly
located at high output values and the most dominant
Z/γ∗+jets background contribution typically located at
low output values. For the eµ channel we split the sam-
ple into sub-samples with exactly one and ≥ two jets,
whereas for ee and µµ only events with two or more jets
are used. The jmaxb−ID distributions are shown in Fig. 6. A
theoretical tt¯ cross section of 7.48 pb is used [37].
VIII. CROSS SECTION DETERMINATION
As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the MVA output distribu-
tions for the ℓ+jets and ℓℓ channels allow the discrimina-
tion of the tt¯ signal contribution and the most dominant
background sources. We perform a simultaneous fit of
MC templates to the data using the software package
collie (A Confidence Level Limit Evaluator) [51] to de-
termine the inclusive tt¯ cross section σ(tt¯).
The combined likelihood includes prior probability
densities on systematic uncertainties π(~θ), and is based
on the product of likelihoods for the individual channels,
each of which is a product over bins of histograms of a
particular analysis channel:
L(~s,~b|~n, ~θ)×π(~θ) =
NC∏
i=1
Nbins∏
j=1
µ
nij
ij
e−µij
nij !
×
nsys∏
k=1
e−θ
2
k/2. (1)
The first product is over the number of channels (NC)
and the second product is over histogram bins contain-
ing nij events, binned in ranges of the final discriminants
used for the individual analyses. The predictions for the
bin contents are µij = sij(~θ)+bij(~θ) for channel i and his-
togram bin j, where sij and bij represent the expected
signal and background in the bin. The predictions µij
include effects from limited detector resolution and effi-
ciency, including those from trigger and selection efficien-
cies and for the kinematic and geometric acceptance.
Systematic uncertainties are parametrized by the de-
pendence of sij and bij on ~θ. Each of the nsys components
of ~θ, θk, corresponds to a single independent source of
systematic uncertainty scaled by its standard deviation,
and each parameter may affect the predictions of several
sources of signal and background in different channels,
thus accounting for correlations. For the combination of
the combined MVA in the ℓ+jets channel with the b-ID
MVA in the ℓℓ channel using collie systematic uncer-
tainties are either assumed to be fully correlated or not
correlated (see Sec. IX).
collie models nuisance parameters using a Gaussian
prior probability density function specified by ±1 stan-
dard deviation of the systematic uncertainty in question
[see Eq. (1)]. For asymmetric uncertainties, two half-
Gaussian functions model separately the positive and
negative parts of the nuisance parameters. In the log-
likelihood profile fit, the nuisance parameters and the
cross section are simultaneously fitted. Hence, sources of
systematic uncertainties not only contribute to the final
cross section uncertainty, but also shift the fitted cross
section value. Since the simultaneous fit is constrained
by data it also provides a reduction of the impact of the
different systematic uncertainty sources.
The central value of the collie fit provides a scale
factor that is applied to the expected number of signal
events using the theoretical tt¯ cross section. The scaled
number of signal events, N signal, is preferred by the data
and the systematic uncertainties. To determine σtt¯ for
the full phase space of tt¯ production we correct N signal
for the detector efficiency and acceptance, the branching
ratio and the integrated luminosity.
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FIG. 5. Pre-fit output distributions of the combined MVA discriminant using the theoretical tt¯ cross section and mt = 172.5
GeV for the e+ two, three or four or more jets [panels (a) – (c)], and for the µ+ two, three or four or more jets [panels (d) –
(f)]. Statistical uncertainties of the data are shown and the pre-fit systematic uncertainties are indicated by the hashed band
in the bottom panel of the histogram. The χ2/ndf values take statistical and systematic uncertainties into account.
IX. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Systematic uncertainties are assessed by varying the
values of a specific parameter in the modeling of the
data, and determining the effect on the distributions or
MC templates of the combined MVA or the b-ID MVA.
Compared to the earlier D0 measurement [3] we employ a
more refined strategy for systematic uncertainties includ-
ing the newly added hadronization uncertainty. Unless
otherwise stated, the magnitude of the parameter modi-
fications is obtained from alternative calibrations of the
MC simulation. Each of the modified MVA distributions
is used to determine the effect of systematic uncertainties.
As described in Sec. VIII all nuisance parameters are fit-
ted simultaneously with the nominal MVA distributions
to measure the tt¯ production cross section. Systematic
uncertainties are constrained by the data and are mini-
mized since we use the full shape information of the MVA
templates. A further reduction of correlated systematic
uncertainties is achieved when combining the ℓ+jets and
ℓℓ decay channels, since systematic uncertainties are then
cross-calibrated.
In total we assign 39 (ℓ+jets channel), 37 (ℓℓ channel),
and 53 (combination) individual systematic uncertain-
ties as discussed below for the decay channels. The pre-
fit systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table III,
whereas the post-fit effects of the systematic uncertain-
ties are summarized in Table IV. We group systematic
uncertainties addressing a similar object, e.g. jet-related
ones, into a combined source of systematic uncertainty.
A. The ℓ+jets channel
In the following we describe the sources of system-
atic uncertainties studied in the ℓ+jets channel. As
discussed above, each source of systematic uncertainty
yields a modified discriminant distribution, which is
parametrized with a nuisance parameter (see Sec. VIII).
We assign an uncertainty on the shape, but not on the
normalization, of the W+jets and multijet contribution
(see Sec. VIA). In particular the trigger and luminosity
uncertainties affecting the normalization are not assigned
to the W+jets and multijet contribution, and conse-
quently the luminosity uncertainty cannot be constrained
by data.
1. Signal modeling
The effect of an alternative signal model for tt¯ pro-
duction is estimated by comparing tt¯ events generated
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FIG. 6. The pre-fit MVA output distributions (using the theoretical tt¯ cross section and mt = 172.5 GeV) of the b-ID MVA
given by the jet with the maximum value, jmaxb−ID, for (a) eµ events with exactly one jet, (b) eµ events with at least two jets, (c)
ee events with at least two jets, and (d) µµ events with at least two jets. Statistical uncertainties of the data are shown and
the pre-fit systematic uncertainties are indicated by the hashed band in the bottom panel of the histogram. The χ2/ndf values
take statistical and systematic uncertainties into account.
with mc@nlo+herwig to those from alpgen+herwig.
Comparing alpgen+pythia to alpgen+herwig, we
estimate the effect of hadronization uncertainties. Ad-
ditional uncertainties on signal arise from color re-
connection (CR), and initial- and final-state radiation
(ISR/FSR) producing additional jets. The effect of CR
is determined by comparing identical alpgen events in-
terfaced to pythia with two different tunes, Perugia
2011 and Perugia 2011NOCR [52], which either include
color reconnection effects (Perugia 2011) or not (Peru-
gia 2011NOCR). The effect of ISR/FSR is determined
by modifying the factorization and renormalization scale
implemented in the MC. More details can be found in
Ref. [53].
2. Parton distribution functions
The uncertainty on the cross sections due to the uncer-
tainty on PDFs is estimated following the procedure of
Ref. [35] by reweighting the MC simulation according to
each of the 20 pairs of error eigenvectors of the CTEQ6M
PDF.
3. Detector modeling
Uncertainties on the modeling of the detector include
uncertainties on trigger efficiency, lepton identification,
and b-quark identification. The identification efficiencies
for b, c, light quarks (u, d, s), and gluons in MC simula-
tions are calibrated using dijet data [54], and variations
within the calibration uncertainty are used to determine
the systematic uncertainty due to b-quark identification.
Additional uncertainties arise from track multiplicity re-
quirements on the selected jets in the identification of b
quarks.
The measurement of the tt¯ cross section and the sub-
sequent extraction of the top quark pole mass relies on a
precise knowledge of normalization uncertainties. Hence,
this measurement is the first measurement in D0 employ-
ing the reduced systematic uncertainty on the luminos-
ity measurement of 4.3% [20, 21]. We use an auxiliary
data sample where no cut is made on the primary vertex
position in z to verify that negligible uncertainty arises
for the |zPV| < 60 cm requirement used in this analy-
sis. Other instrumental uncertainties from modeling the
detector arise from the calibration of the jet energy, res-
olution, and efficiency.
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TABLE III. Sources of grouped pre-fit systematic uncertain-
ties for the tt¯ cross section measurement assuming the theoret-
ical tt¯ cross section of 7.48 pb [37] and mt = 172.5 GeV. The
systematic uncertainty in pb from each source on the inclusive
cross section is given for the ℓ+jets and the ℓℓ channels. The
column denoted as “Type” refers to a systematic uncertainty
affecting the shape and normalization S or only the normal-
ization N of a MVA distribution. The numbers presented for
shape-dependent uncertainties represent averages across the
entire set of distributions and all samples. The term “n.a.”
is used where a systematic uncertainty is not applicable for a
given decay channel.
Source of uncertainty δℓ+jets, pb Type δℓℓ, pb Type
Signal modeling
Signal generator ±0.86 S ±0.28 S
Hadronization ±0.59 S ±0.29 S
Color reconnection ±0.21 S ±0.08 S
ISR/FSR variation ±0.07 S ±0.04 S
PDF ±0.20 S ±0.07 S
Detector modeling
Jet modeling & ID ±0.33 S ±0.34 S
b-jet modeling & ID ±0.19 S ±0.56 S
Lepton modeling & ID ±0.23 S ±0.31 N
Trigger efficiency ±0.06 N ±0.07 N
Luminositya ±0.32 N ±0.32 N
Sample Composition
MC cross sections ±0.02 N ±0.12 N
Z/W pT reweighting ±0.03 S ±0.28 S
Multijet contribution ±0.26 S ±0.13 S
Z/γ∗+jets SF ±0.09 S ±0.12 S
W+jets HF SF ±0.41 S n.a. n.a.
W+jets LP SF ±0.16 S n.a. n.a.
MC statistics ±0.01 S ±0.10 S
a To prevent constraining the luminosity uncertainty by data, we
do not assign the luminosity uncertainty to the W+jets and
multijet contribution.
4. Sample composition
Uncertainties in the composition of the selected events
arise from sWHFfit and s
WLF
fit used for W+jets events, the
assumed tt¯ cross section, single top quark and diboson
cross sections, and the estimate of the contributions from
misidentified leptons. As introduced in Sec. VI, we deter-
mine an initial sample composition from a simultaneous
fit to the MVA distribution in the ℓ+2 jets, ℓ+3 jets and
ℓ+ ≥ 4 jets samples. For this initial sample composition
we fit sWHFfit and s
WLF
fit assuming an uncertainty of 5% on
the normalization of the tt¯ processes. This initial sample
composition is only used to determine a systematic un-
certainty on the contribution of W+jets processes. From
the fit we derive a systematic uncertainty of +3.5−1.8% on the
normalization of theWlp+ jets and +17−23% on the normal-
ization of the Wcc¯+ jets and Wbb¯+ jets processes. The
statistical uncertainties on these processes are negligible.
An uncertainty of 25% on the Z/γ∗+jets cross section is
assigned. The uncertainty on the single top quark cross
sections is 12.6%, taken from varying the factorization
and renormalization scales simultaneously by factors of
2 and 0.5. An uncertainty of 7% on the diboson cross
sections is assigned, corresponding to half the difference
between the LO and NLO predictions. The uncertain-
ties on the single top quark and diboson contributions
are labeled “MC cross sections” in the corresponding ta-
bles. The uncertainties on the data-driven method of es-
timating MJ background and its kinematic dependences,
mostly due to the uncertainties on the selection rates of
true and false lepton candidates, are 40% in the µ+jets
and 25% in the e+jets sample (including statistical com-
ponents). These uncertainties are estimated by varying
the contribution of Wcc¯+jets, Wbb¯+jets, Zcc¯+jets and
Zbb¯ + jets by ±20%, the tt¯ contribution by ±10%, and
then comparing the fake and true signal rates in differ-
ent variables (quoting the largest difference as additional
parametrization uncertainty) [46].
B. The ℓℓ channel
In the following we describe the sources of systematic
uncertainties studied in the ℓℓ channel, which are mostly
similar to those in the ℓ+jets channel. As discussed
above, each source of systematic uncertainty yields a
modified discriminant distribution of the b-ID MVA and
a nuisance parameter is used in the fit to determine the tt¯
production cross section in the ℓℓ channel. Uncertainties
on the sample composition only apply to certain sam-
ple contributions. Uncertainties due to common sources
are assumed to be 100% correlated between the ℓ+jets
channel and the ℓℓ channel unless otherwise specified.
1. Signal modeling
The same sources of systematic uncertainties for the
modeling of the signal as in the ℓ+jets decay channel are
considered for the ℓℓ channel as well.
2. Parton distribution functions
The uncertainty on the cross sections due to the uncer-
tainty on PDFs is estimated following the same procedure
as in the ℓ+jets case.
3. Detector modeling
The assigned uncertainties related to the modeling of
the detector are the same as the ones assigned in the
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TABLE IV. Sources of grouped post-fit systematic uncertainties for the tt¯ cross section measurement. Owing to the complexity
of the correlations among the systematic uncertainties, we only show here the symmetrized uncertainties. For the top quark
signal and background contributions we assume mt = 172.5 GeV. For each group, the systematic uncertainty on the inclusive
cross section is given for the ℓ+jets, ℓℓ, and combined measurement. The last column shows the shift in pb in the combined
inclusive cross section due to a particular group. A shift of 0.00 pb indicates a shift of 0.004 pb or less. The total uncertainty is
provided by the nominal fit, when including all individual sources of systematic uncertainties, and denoted as “central collie
”. For comparison only we also provide the combined systematic uncertainty (quadratic sum) of the grouped post-fit systematic
uncertainties. Due to correlations between the systematic uncertainties, that value differs from the total systematic uncertainty
of the nominal fit.
Source of uncertainty δℓ+jets, pb δℓℓ, pb δcomb,, pb Shift, pb
Signal modeling
Signal generator ±0.21 ±0.05 ±0.17 +0.08
Hadronization ±0.26 ±0.33 ±0.25 +0.12
Color reconnection ±0.08 ±0.05 ±0.09 +0.02
ISR/FSR variation ±0.08 ±0.04 ±0.06 −0.05
PDF ±0.04 ±0.03 ±0.02 −0.01
Detector modeling
Jet modeling & ID ±0.11 ±0.08 ±0.04 +0.07
b-jet modeling & ID ±0.27 ±0.26 ±0.23 −0.15
Lepton modeling & ID ±0.20 ±0.26 ±0.17 −0.11
Trigger efficiency ±0.32 ±0.08 ±0.16 +0.01
Luminosity ±0.30 ±0.30 ±0.27 +0.10
Sample Composition
MC cross sections ±0.07 ±0.13 ±0.09 +0.01
Multijet contribution ±0.11 ±0.02 ±0.10 +0.10
W+jets scale factor ±0.21 ±0.01 ±0.15 −0.50
Z/γ∗+jets scale factor ±0.07 ±0.11 ±0.12 +0.12
MC statistics ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.02 +0.00
Total systematic uncertainty (quadratic sum) ±0.70 ±0.64 ±0.60
Total systematic uncertainty (central collie) ±0.67 ±0.73 ±0.55
ℓ+jets channel and include uncertainties on the efficien-
cies of electron and muon identification, uncertainties on
trigger efficiencies, the uncertainty in jet energy scale,
jet energy resolution, jet identification efficiency, and b-
quark jet tagging efficiency. The ℓ+jets and ℓℓ event se-
lection ensures that the samples are dominantly orthog-
onal. Hence, we assume the uncertainties arising from
modeling of the trigger to be not correlated between the
ℓ+jets and ℓℓ channel.
4. Sample composition
We estimate the uncertainty on the instrumental back-
ground contribution in the ℓℓ channel by changing the
normalization of that background by ±1 standard devia-
tion of its uncertainty. It includes both the statistical un-
certainty on the sample used to derive the normalization
and the systematic uncertainty in the lepton misidentifi-
cation rate. Uncertainties from Z/γ∗+jets and diboson
production are taken into account with the same assump-
tions as in the ℓ+jets case. Uncertainties arising from the
determination of the MJ background are assumed to be
not correlated between the ℓ+jets and ℓℓ channels.
X. CROSS SECTION RESULTS
The result of the measurement in the ℓ+jets channel
using the combined MVA method is
σtt¯ = 7.33± 0.14 (stat.)+0.71−0.61 (syst.) pb,
with a relative total uncertainty of 9.2%. For the ℓℓ
decay channel we employ the MVA b-jet method and
measure
σtt¯ = 7.58± 0.35 (stat.)+0.69−0.58 (syst.) pb,
with a relative total uncertainty of 9.6%.
The combination of the tt¯ cross section is carried out
by a simultaneous collie fit of the combined MVA and
the MVA b-jet discriminant distributions in the ℓ+jets
and ℓℓ channels. For a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV we
measure
σtt¯ = 7.26± 0.13 (stat.)+0.57−0.50 (syst.) pb,
which corresponds to a relative total uncertainty of 7.6%.
For the combined ℓ+jets and ℓℓ tt¯ cross section measure-
ment we profile the systematic uncertainties by employ-
ing the MVA discriminant distributions simultaneously
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FIG. 7. Post-fit output distributions of the combined MVA discriminant using the measured combined tt¯ cross section and
mt = 172.5 GeV for the e+ two, three or four or more jets [panels (a) – (c)], and for the µ+ two, three or four or more jets
[panels (d) – (f)]. Statistical uncertainties of the data are shown and the post-fit systematic uncertainties are indicated by
the hashed band in the bottom panel of the histogram. The χ2/ndf values take statistical and systematic uncertainties into
account.
in both channels. The combined tt¯ cross section does
not coincide with the weighted average of the individual
ℓ+jets and ℓℓ results, which is attributed to the effect
of correlations of systematic uncertainties between both
channels.
Table IV summarizes the post-fit systematic uncertain-
ties on the tt¯ cross section in the ℓ+jets and ℓℓ decay
channels and for the combination. The impact of these
sources is estimated by removing or including the corre-
sponding “group” of individual sources from the fit. The
total uncertainty is provided by the nominal fit, when
including all individual sources of systematic uncertain-
ties, and denoted as “central collie” in Table IV. For
comparison only we also provide the quadratic sum of the
groups of systematic uncertainties. Due to correlations
being different between the groups and all the individ-
ual systematic uncertainties, that value differs from the
total systematic uncertainty of the nominal fit. In addi-
tion, we provide the “Shift” in units of pb, which refers
to shifts on the combined inclusive cross section due to
a particular source of systematic uncertainty relative to
the central value of the combined tt¯ cross section.
Figure 7 shows the post-fit MVA combined discrimi-
nant distributions for the ℓ+jets channel using the com-
bined tt¯ cross section. Similarly Fig. 8 shows the post-fit
MVA b-ID discriminant distribution for the ℓℓ channel
using the combined tt¯ cross section. This result is consis-
tent with and supersedes our earlier measurement using
5.3 fb−1 of data [3]. The inclusive tt¯ production cross
section is in agreement with the fully resummed next-
to-next-to-leading logarithm at NNLO QCD calculation
(see Sec. IV) of σrestot = 7.35
+0.23
−0.27 (scale + pdf) pb.
XI. TOP QUARK POLE MASS
Table V presents the measured combined inclusive tt¯
cross section as a function of the top quark mass. For
each top quark mass point shown a separate combined
log-likelihood fit of the ℓ+jets and ℓℓ channel MVA dis-
criminant inputs was performed, as was done for the mass
point of 172.5 GeV. The measured tt¯ cross section only
changes by 0.7% for a change of 1 GeV in the assumed
top quark mass. Systematic uncertainties of the tt¯ contri-
bution are taken from the 172.5 GeV case and assigned
to other masses as a relative systematic uncertainty of
the same size.
Figure 9 shows the measured and theoretical mass de-
pendence of the inclusive tt¯ production cross section as
provided by top++ [41]. We parametrize the experi-
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FIG. 8. The post-fit MVA output distributions (assuming mt = 172.5 GeV) of j
max
b−ID for (a) eµ events with exactly one jet,
(b) eµ events with at least two jets, (c) ee events with at least two jets, and (d) µµ events with at least two jets are shown.
Statistical uncertainties of the data are shown and the post-fit systematic uncertainties are indicated by the hashed band in
the bottom panel of the histogram. The χ2/ndf values take statistical and systematic uncertainties into account.
TABLE V. The measured combined inclusive tt¯ cross section
as a function of the top quark MC mass with statistical and
systematic uncertainties given separately.
Top quark mass [GeV] Cross section σ(tt¯) [pb]
150 9.70 ± 0.16 (stat.)+0.73
−0.67 (syst.)
160 8.25 ± 0.14 (stat.)+0.63
−0.57 (syst.)
165 7.46 ± 0.13 (stat.)+0.58
−0.51 (syst.)
170 7.55 ± 0.13 (stat.)+0.58
−0.55 (syst.)
172.5 7.26 ± 0.12 (stat.)+0.57
−0.50 (syst.)
175 7.28 ± 0.12 (stat.)+0.54
−0.49 (syst.)
180 6.86 ± 0.12 (stat.)+0.53
−0.47 (syst.)
185 6.50 ± 0.11 (stat.)+0.50
−0.43 (syst.)
190 6.70 ± 0.11 (stat.)+0.60
−0.47 (syst.)
mentally measured dependence with a fourth-order poly-
nomial function to the individual cross section measure-
ments at the mass points reported in Table V. There
is negligible change if a cubic function is chosen. Un-
certainties on the measured values include the statistical
and systematic uncertainties discussed in Sec. IX and are
indicated by the dotted lines. Theoretical uncertainties
include those from the variation of the renormalization
and factorization scales by a factor of 2 and PDF uncer-
tainties [40] taken from the MSTW2008 NNLO PDF set.
These are added in quadrature and indicated by the dot-
ted lines surrounding the central theoretical prediction.
To determine the top quark pole mass from the inclu-
sive tt¯ cross section following the method in Ref. [55], we
extract the most probable mt value and uncertainty by
employing a normalized joint-likelihood function, which
takes into account the total experimental uncertainty, the
theoretical uncertainties on the renormalization and fac-
torization scales, and the PDF uncertainties. Employing
the quartic parametrization and the theory predictions
at NNLO pQCD we obtain
mt = 172.8± 1.1 (theo.)+3.3−3.1 (exp.)GeV, or
mt = 172.8
+3.4
−3.2 (tot.)GeV
The experimental uncertainties dominate the precision of
the determination. The precision of this determination
is 1.9%, and represents the most precise determination
of the top quark pole mass from the inclusive tt¯ cross
section at the Tevatron. This supersedes our previous
determination which had a precision of 3% [55].
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FIG. 9. The measured tt¯ production cross section dependence
on the top quark mass (points) parametrized by a quartic
function (solid black line) and compared to the dependence
provided by the NNLO pQCD calculation top++ [41], which
implements pQCD calculations according to Ref. [38].
XII. CONCLUSIONS
The inclusive tt¯ production cross section has been
measured combining the lepton+jets and dilepton top
quark decay channels based on the full Tevatron data set
at
√
s = 1.96 TeV. We performed a simultaneous log-
likelihood fit to profile systematic uncertainties and, for
a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV, we measured a combined
tt¯ cross section of
σtt¯ = 7.26± 0.13 (stat.)+0.57−0.50 (syst.) pb,
which corresponds to a relative uncertainty of 7.6%. This
result and the measured inclusive cross sections per decay
channel are in good agreement with predictions by QCD.
We employed the dependence of the theoretical cross
section on the top mass, to determine a pole mass of the
top quark of
mt = 172.8
+3.4
−3.2 (tot.)GeV.
The uncertainty corresponds to a precision of 1.9% and
represents the most precise determination of the top
quark pole mass at the Tevatron.
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APPENDIX: VARIABLES SELECTED FOR THE
COMBINED MVA DISCRIMINANT
Depending on the number of jets in an event, we se-
lect at least 24 variables for the combined MVA to mea-
sure the tt¯ production cross section in the ℓ+jets decay
channel. The list given below is sorted according to the
ranking in terms of separation power as provided by the
BDTG method.
• jmaxb−ID: The maximum output value of the MVA
b-jet discriminant of all jets in an event.
• H3T : The scalar sum of transverse momenta of jets
excluding the leading and subleading jets.
• H2.0T : The scalar sum of transverse momenta of jets
satisfying |η| < 2.0.
• j1b : The b − ID MVA output value of the leading
jet.
• Centrality C: Ratio of the scalar sum of the trans-
verse momentum of all jets to the energy of all jets.
• HT : The scalar sum of the transverse momenta of
all jets, the lepton and 6ET .
• pjiT : The transverse momenta of the individual
jets i.
• j2b : The b − ID MVA value of the second leading
jet.
• HℓT : The scalar sum of the transverse momenta of
all jets and the lepton.
• Sphericity S: Diagonalizing the normalized
quadratic momentum tensor M yields three eigen-
values λi [3], with λ1 > λ2 > λ3. The sphericity is
defined as S = 3
2
(λ2 + λ3) and reflects the degree
of isotropy of an event.
• m(tt¯): The invariant mass of the tt¯ pair. The en-
ergy of the neutrino is determined by constraining
the invariant mass of the lepton and vector 6ET (as
the neutrino) to the mass of the W boson. Of the
two possible solutions for the longitudinal momen-
tum of the neutrino, we use the one with the small-
est absolute value.
• ηj1 : The rapidity of the leading jet.
• ∆R(j1, j2): The separation in the distance R be-
tween the leading and second leading jet.
• pWT : The transverse momentum of the recon-
structed W boson which decays hadronically.
• M j2νℓT : The transverse mass of the system consist-
ing of the second leading jet, the neutrino, and the
lepton.
• Aplanarity A: The aplanarity is defined as 3/2
times the momentum tensor eigenvalue λ3.
• ∆R(j1, ji≥3): The separation in the distance R be-
tween the leading and each jet beyond the second
leading jet.
• mjet: The invariant mass of the jets.
• M jetT : The transverse mass of the first two leading
jets.
• Mj2νℓ: The invariant mass of the system consist-
ing of the second leading jet, the neutrino, and the
lepton.
• ∆φ(ℓ, 6ET ): The separation in azimuth between the
lepton and the direction of 6ET .
• 6ET : Missing transverse momentum.
• ηlepton: The rapidity of the lepton.
• ∆φ(j1, ji): The minimum separation in azimuth
between the leading and any other jet.
• 6ET perp: Component of the missing transverse mo-
mentum perpendicular to the direction of the lep-
ton.
